The 300x NT system incorporates the smallest possible footprint to produce high-quality media rolls ready for use or to be cut and laminated on your finishing equipment.

A Small, Fast Label Press
The NeuraLabel 300x NT is an ideal mini label press for your office. Taking media rolls up to 8 inches in diameter and 8.5 inches wide, this system makes producing full-color digital prints quick & easy at speeds up to 100 feet per minute. From papers to synthetics, a wide range of media is available from the industry’s leading manufacturers to print the perfect label for your products.

Intelligent Technology
The 300x NT uses intelligent sensors with proprietary control algorithms to simultaneously monitor the unwinding and rewinding speeds. This allows for better control of the media as it goes through the entire printing and winding processes. The result is tighter rolls that are ready for any finishing system.

Specifications
- **Media Width**: 6” – 8.5”
- **Roll Diameter**: Up to 8” diameter
- **Roll Unit Power Supply**: Built-in Universal, 110V or 220V
- **Footprint**: 34”W x 19”H x 17”D
- **Sensors**: Optical
- **Media Speed**: Up to 20 ips (inches per second)
- **Warranty**: 1 Year, Premium On-Site Service Included